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Foreword

The finalization of this strategy comes at a difficult time for WHO and the world, having to address COVID-19 in the context of an ever-evolving understanding of the science, systems and political resolve needed for its containment. Some Member States have questioned the WHO’s response, authority and even its neutrality. For Member States, public health responses have been a negotiated and sometimes contested arena as governments grapple with the economic fallout of the pandemic alongside its human toll. The WHO’s ability to work transnationally and inter-sectorally has been called into question as governments look inwards and assemble response strategies.

While the context is not optimal for releasing a new WHO strategy, many of the fundamental issues that Member States are grappling with are due to the lack of strategy for private sector engagement within mixed health systems. Many lower- and middle-income countries (LMICs) have a large and growing contingent of private sector health service delivery actors that have historically been weakly governed and poorly coordinated. Now more than ever, LMICs need a whole-of-government and whole-of-society approach as they immerse in the battle against COVID-19. The private sector can and should be engaged in this battle.

This strategy seeks to redress a critical health system governance gap for the effective engagement of the private health service delivery sector in the context of Universal Health Coverage. Current events have further served to reinforce the need for private sector engagement as part of global, regional, and national health security and have exposed the limitations of not having a strategy or the corresponding resources necessary for effectively engaging with the private sector. Previous private sector engagement has largely been vertically driven, often focused on specific diseases or conditions. In contrast, this strategy mounts a health systems response to private sector engagement. While there is a tendency to focus on the poorly behaved within the private sector in the time of COVID-19 – the refusal to treat patients or price gouging have been documented in some contexts – similar poor behaviors have also been documented within the public sector, e.g. withholding of personal protective equipment (PPE) or diversion of resources. In times of crisis, real solutions do no benefit from divisive tactics, but arise through a collective response, one that places the “public” at the center of the public health response.

Robust governance of the health system – the whole health service delivery system – is good for both the private sector and the public sector, but most importantly, it is good for the health outcomes of the population. It is improvement of health outcomes under universal health coverage that drives us to take this bold step to release this strategy not despite the current context, but because of it.

Respectfully submitted,
David Clarke, Health Systems Governance and Financing, WHO
July 2020
WHAT?
A well-governed health system in which public and private actors collectively deliver on the realization of UHC.

HOW?
Building consensus around the means and strategies of engaging the private sector in health care service delivery.
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Executive summary

The 2030 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) emphasize partnership to attain health related goals and Universal Health Coverage (UHC). Although World Health Organization (WHO)’s Member States have adopted the SDG agenda, they will not be able to achieve these goals through public sector service delivery alone. The private health sector has evolved to be a prominent provider of health service delivery across regions and different wealth quintiles. Innovations are thriving in the private health sector and call for a new approach to governing health systems so as to ensure that both the public and private sector can contribute.

Although World Health Organization Member States have adopted the SDG agenda, they will not be able to achieve these goals through public sector service delivery alone.

WHO has the potential to play a pivotal role in supporting UHC through private health sector service delivery governance. A resolution to engage the private sector in providing essential health services was adopted in the Sixty-third World Health Assembly (WHA). Since then, WHO has made progress towards recognizing and engaging the private health sector, but a more system-wide shift is necessary to catalyze action for UHC. Leveraging on work to date, WHO will support Member States to strengthen governance of mixed health systems and assure alignment of the private sector for UHC, to promote equity, access, quality and financial protection for the population.

WHO has the potential to play a pivotal role in supporting UHC through private health sector service delivery governance.

The WHO Advisory Group on the Governance of the Private Sector for UHC recommends a strategy for WHO that will support a new way of doing business for health system governance.
The strategy outlines six governance behaviors critical to private sector health service delivery governance.

- **Build understanding** - Collection and analysis of data to align priorities for action.
- **Foster relations** - Working together to achieve shared objectives in a new way of doing business.
- **Enable stakeholders** - Institutional framework that empowers actors.
- **Align structures** - Organizational structures to align with policy objectives.
- **Nurture trust** - Mutual trust amongst all actors as reliable participants.
- **Deliver strategy** - Agreed sense of direction and articulation of roles and responsibilities.

This strategy serves as a guide for WHO and Member States at various levels of engagement to promote a new way of doing business with the private sector. The proposed strategy builds upon WHO’s mandate and normative work on health systems strengthening, governance and financing.

To catalyze strategic action, four priorities are put forward by the WHO Advisory Group to WHO.

- **Convene** to build political will.
- **Embed** governance behaviors.
- **Set norms** and assure accountability.
- **Support** learning and technical guidance.

Following the dissemination of this strategy, the WHO Advisory Group will evaluate different approaches for implementation to support this new vision.
The landscape of the work has changed. UHC cannot be achieved without the private sector. It is essential to re-frame public and private sector engagement as a partnership in health for shared health outcomes.

Peter Salama, former Executive Director of Universal Health Coverage, World Health Organization
Introduction

This strategy is focused on governance to support effective private sector engagement for UHC. The strategy report is intended to set the norms and goals for private sector engagement and provide evidenced support for WHO and Member States to invest appropriate resources in private sector health service delivery governance. For the strategy to be effective, it requires WHO to support Member States to move towards real action and engagement with the private sector. The success of the strategy requires behavior change both within WHO and for Member States.

It is important to recognize that each Member State is at a different point in their UHC journey; there will be different expertise to tap into, and there must be an appropriate amount of time dedicated to stakeholders building trust before there can be any results.

COUNTRY SPOTLIGHT: private sector participation in the German health system

Private providers in Germany operate within the public health system and treat both statutorily and privately insured patients. They are reimbursed a fee for service based on a fee schedule agreed upon by the Federal Association of Sickness Funds and the private sector representatives. The patients have the freedom to choose where they want to be treated, whereas the decision-making powers of the health system are shared between the public and the private sector. The private providers also receive an incentive to ensure quality of medical care. These efforts to engage the private health sector is reflected in the quality of service provided by the German health system. In comparison to the public sector, the private health sector in Germany has:

- **64%** higher investment per case – more state-of-the art treatment;
- **9%** fewer quality issues;
- **3.1%** faster admission rate;
- **10%** lower still birth rate.

Source: Cyrus Roeder F, Yanick L. 2012. The private sector within a public health care system: the German example. Montreal Economic Institute, MEI Economic Note
Critical definition

Private sector engagement is the meaningful inclusion of private providers for service delivery in mixed health systems(1). Private sector engagement requires that governments focus on governance of the whole health system – both private and public – to ensure quality of care and financial protection for patients, irrespective of where they seek care(2). It requires that the private sector aligns with public sector health goals and commits to working to support the government agenda. This strategy report focuses on private health sector service delivery, herein referred to as the private sector.

Effective engagement requires interaction between the public health system and the private sector, the intersection of public financing and private service provision, and a strong regulatory environment including policy, legal, organizational and institutional frameworks. These can be summarized into five engagement domains(3).

Figure 1. Key domains of engagement
Methodology

**WHO Advisory Group**

At the behest of the Health Systems Governance and Financing department of WHO and supported by Impact for Health, the WHO Advisory Group on the Governance of the Private Sector for UHC was convened by the late Dr. Peter Salama in February of 2019 to act as an advisory body to WHO to develop and implement governance and regulatory arrangements for managing private sector health service delivery for UHC.

The group was formed with the primary goal of providing advice and recommendations on regulation and engagement with the private sector in the context of the WHO Thirteenth General Programme of Work 2019-2023 goal of 1 billion more people benefiting from UHC, and in particular outcome 1.1.4 of this goal – “Countries enabled to ensure effective health governance”.

The WHO Advisory Group was selected for their expertise in different elements of private sector engagement and now reports to the interim Executive Director of the Division of Universal Health Coverage/Life Course at the World Health Organization, Dr Szuzsanna Jakab.

**WHO Advisory Group Members include:**

- Dr. Gerald Bloom, Institute of Development Studies
- Mr. Luke Boddam-Whetham, Palladium
- Ms. Nikki Charman, Population Services International
- Dr. Mostafa Hunter, Consultant
- Mrs. Robinah Kaitiritimba, Uganda National Health Consumers’ Organisation
- Dr. Dominic Montagu, University of California San Francisco
- Dr. Samwel Ogillo, Association of Private Health Facilities in Tanzania
- Ms. Barbara O’Hanlon, O’Hanlon Consulting
- Dr. Madhukar Pai, McGill University
- Dr. A. Venkat Raman, University of Delhi
- Dr. Tryphine Zulu, Government Employees Medical Scheme RSA
Strategy Report

Through a Strategy Report, the WHO Advisory Group formulated its recommendations on private sector engagement to meet UHC goals in a clear, compelling and actionable way for Member States. The group worked to develop a draft strategy over the course of ten months in 2019 and through consultation requests during the first six months of 2020.

Through a Strategy Report, the WHO Advisory Group formulated its recommendations on private sector engagement to meet UHC goals.

The draft strategy for consultation accepted feedback and comments for 25 weeks, from January 1st to June 24th 2020. The strategy was emailed directly to all health systems directors by The Director of the Health Systems Governance and Financing Department to request their input and comments. A SurveyMonkey was created and individual stakeholder interviews were conducted to collect feedback. The questions asked during consultation were primarily focused on addressing the goals, objectives, governance behaviors, and tools involved in the strategy. The strategy document was posted on WHO’s website and shared through WHO channels with a request for survey feedback. All survey responses were downloaded, analyzed and synthesized into key revisions for the strategy. Suggestions from formal responses, for example International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers & Associations, were incorporated where possible. Stakeholder interview meetings were recorded, and key insights received were taken on board.

Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 in March 2020, WHO was unable to do in-person regional consultation meetings. However, WHO managed to have virtual meetings with all six regions.

Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 in March 2020, WHO was unable to do in-person regional consultation meetings. However, WHO managed to have virtual meetings with all six regions, the Regional Offices for Africa, the Americas, South-East Asia, Europe, the Eastern Mediterranean and Western Pacific. While there was limited feedback from private sector stakeholders, the WHO Advisory Group believes the consultation was large enough to draw relevant information.
Context and rationale

History of private sector engagement

Private sector engagement in global health started with private sector participation in large vertical health programs. These later evolved into broader based “market shaping” interventions. Early private sector initiatives such as social marketing applied the principles of marketing to social goals and were employed in a range of contexts, from condoms in India to seat belt campaigns in the USA(5). Other initiatives were focused on trans-national private sector engagement, embodying in global private-public-partnerships (GPPPs) such as those established to develop new vaccines. While some initiatives such as social franchising worked with and through private sector healthcare providers, many worked at a global or national level. These forms of private sector engagement can be classified in three major waves: social marketing, GPPPs, and market systems in the health sector (Figure 2). Successive waves of private sector engagement have tended to be “ad hoc and opportunistic” in response to country needs, global health priorities and new actors in the global health community(6).

Private sector engagement in global health started with private sector participation in large vertical health programs. These later evolved into broader based “market shaping” interventions.

In the context of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, there is now a pressing need for strategically engaging private sector service delivery to achieve health system strengthening objectives, UHC and other SDG health-related goals. Key factors fueling the growth of the private sector include the perception that the public sector offers low-quality care compared to the private sector(7), a shortfall in public health facilities in some rural and peri-urban locations and the public sector’s limited ability to respond to rapid urbanization and other changing demographics (8). As a result, a large private sector exists in many countries across health service areas, including primary care, hospitals, diagnostics, specialist therapeutics and curative services, and pharmaceutical supply chains(6).
USAID, DFID and KfW pioneered social marketing in global health - 1st PSE approach in global health began in 1974 and continues until today.

Building on social marketing success of health products, DP introduce social franchising of private providers in wide range PHC services.

BMGF entrance into global health in late ’90s fuels proliferation of GPPPs.

GPPPs attract private investment to develop vaccines for neglected diseases.

In 2005, BMGF supports new financing mechanism – AMC- to crowd in private investment. 1st pilot AMC attracts investment to develop roto-virus vaccine.

GAVI and GF accept and widely used AMCs by 2013.

DPs also introduced other financing mechanisms (e.g. purchase commitments, pooled procurement, tax breaks) to attract more pharma investment.

Development banks (IFC, ADB, AFDB) facilitate explosion of private investment in health infrastructures in MICs through PPPs.

During the 2010 decade, several DPs turned to market- based approaches.

Both TMA and Market Shaping focus on leveraging markets to increase access to commodities at the country (TMA) and global levels (market shaping).

In contrast, MM4H seeks to shape the systems that support specific healthcare markets.

Health system strengthening initiatives focus on regulatory reforms to remove barriers to private provision of disease specific services / commodities.

Indirectly support the private health services through health insurance and/or strategic purchasing reforms.
Private sector demand

Given the demand for private sector service delivery, ministries of health need to steward a mixed health system, not just the public sector. The pursuit of UHC requires countries to take ownership of healthcare, irrespective of where a person seeks care(9). The demand for private sector service delivery is well established, especially for primary health care services and for the poor and underserved globally(10,11). All of the WHO regions include a private sector and in almost all regions it is accessed by all socioeconomic groups. Consumers may also seek services outside of the health system, such as through informal static, itinerant or digital dispensers of health products and services. These forms of care challenge traditional boundaries of health systems, precisely because they are often unbounded or unrecognized by stewards(12).

Given the demand for private sector service delivery, ministries of health need to steward a mixed health system, not just the public sector.

A background report commissioned for this strategy analyzed private sector utilization from standard survey data. Insights confirmed earlier studies that show the private sector remains a dominant source of outpatient care in many countries, particularly in the African, Eastern Mediterranean and South-East Asia regions, and provides significant inpatient care across the same parts of the world(13).

- The Eastern Mediterranean Region has the greatest reliance on the private sector. Weighted regional results indicate that 53% of inpatient and 66% of outpatient care takes place in the for-profit private sector. This data is heavily influenced by Egypt and Pakistan.

- In the African Region, 35% of those who seek outpatient care go to the for-profit private sector, while 17% seek care at shops, faith healers and other informal providers. Overall, 26% of care seeking is done in the formal private sector (e.g. medical clinics and nursing homes), with an additional 10% with informal providers. The greatest proportion of private sector care seeking occurs in Nigeria (52%), while in Cameroon, Uganda and Benin, greater than 40% of care is sought in the private sector.
Policy and regulation challenges

As the private sector continues to grow and evolve, especially with the advent of digital health, these dynamics create policy challenges, especially given the historical reliance on regulation as the main form of private sector engagement.

Digital health regulation challenges

In 2019, CBInsights identified 150 promising private digital health start-ups working to transform the healthcare industry with new models of primary care and emerging technology solutions for providers(14). The combination of a rapid increase in access to the internet, low-cost diagnostic technologies and evidence-based treatment guidelines is creating opportunities for improving healthcare. As global organizations are making substantial investments in digital health, new partnerships are emerging between the health and communications sectors as well as between governments and the private sector(15). Different parts of government, not just ministries of health, have an important role in ensuring that digital health meets the population’s needs, rather than those of specific interest groups or the more affluent.

In the past decade, there has been an increase in innovative companies that are working to improve the movement of health products from the manufacturer to the consumer. A report for the Gates Foundation looked at trends in health product distribution and found that the potential for e-commerce direct-to-consumer services may improve coverage of priority health products, while removing the connection to health providers(16). Traditional categories of information are blending as product-focused companies begin to expand offerings to include service delivery(16). AI-driven chatbots and telemedicine are being delivered in partnership with public payers in diverse settings such as the UK, Canada, and Rwanda. Online/offline hybrids are bringing medicines and dispensing advice direct-to-consumer, often in partnership with insurers.

Self-care regulation challenges

Self-care tools and platforms that respond to consumer needs are evolving, allowing many consumers unprecedented access to information, and improving options for their lives and health. Critical products are becoming less provider-mediated through self-care(16) and task-sharing to de-medicalize services is gaining traction globally. Care for HIV patients is being decentralized, powered by technology, allowing patients to actively take control of their own health and bypass the systems they would otherwise have to go through.

COVID-19 legislation challenges

As COVID-19 spreads throughout the globe, Member States have been unsure how best to include the private sector in national response efforts. The private sector lacks certain resources and capacity needed for it to be an effective partner. In many contexts, resource-based planning cannot take place as critical data on private sector health resources and capacity is not held by the government. Emergency legislation, compounded by weak systems and regulation, can limit the private sector’s role. Private sector businesses have also been exposed to significant financial losses, but governments lack clear criteria for providing support. Governments are unsure of whether, or how best to, finance private sector health businesses during the pandemic.

Governments are struggling to handle these challenges and look to a neutral convener like WHO to champion the governance of private sector service delivery.
Governments engaging the private sector

There are government examples, both national and local, of successful engagement of private sector actors in health service delivery. Learning from these examples is critical. Pharmacy chains, like Farmacias Similares, in Mexico have helped increase access to high quality generics through affordable prices (17). In Uganda, the Public Private Partnership for Health (PPPH) policy is operational and a PPPPH health sector working group chaired by the Uganda Healthcare Federation (UHF) is the recognized Secretariat for the private sector that includes manufacturers and service providers within the country(18). South Africa has a well-documented Presidential Health Compact supported by WHO country office that involved the private sector in its drafting and specifically mentions engagement with the private sector as a primary focus area for health improvement(19). The Tuberculosis Private Provider Mix (TB-PPM) success story in India saw a vertical health program leveraging the private sector to affect health system change(20). The rapid expansion of skilled attendance at delivery through the private midwife initiative in Indonesia(21) and near-seamless integration of public and private primary and in-patient care in Thailand(22) are also examples of engaging the private sector. Country level initiatives such as these provide critical learning to guide WHO’s work in this area.

The COVID-19 era saw a proliferation of private sector engagement among countries.

- In the United Kingdom, the NHS assumed management of all private inpatient facilities for COVID-19 patients and other treatments. This merger resulted in an additional 8,000 hospital beds, 1,200 additional ventilators, 10,000 nurses, 700 doctors and over 8,000 other clinical staff(23).

- The Spanish government nationalized all the private hospitals to combat the spread of the virus(24).

- Lombardy, in Italy, began engaging private providers at the point of the initial surge in demand. The engagement provided an additional 407 intensive care beds and 4,570 inpatient beds to support the response(25).

- The Healthcare Federation of Liberia (HFL) and the Ministry of Health of Liberia worked together to launch and scale-up trainings to private sector providers across Montserrado County to address COVID-19(26).

- In South Africa, the cost of PCR-tests for COVID-19 dropped from R1400 to R850 (US $80 to $50) as a result of collective bargaining between the government and private labs(25).

- State and local governments in Chhattisgarh and Maharashtra in India contracted private hospitals in their region to increase capacity(25).

- Australian Government partnership with private health sector secured an additional 30,000 hospital beds and 105,000 nurses and staff, to help fight the COVID-19 pandemic(27).
Concerns related to private sector engagement

Despite the importance of the private sector to health service delivery, often critical concerns – both evidence-based and otherwise – remain unaddressed. Many concerns are evidenced, such as the highly heterogeneous and fragmented nature of the private health sector and highly variable quality of care offered by the private sector(28). The private sector is also difficult to evaluate owing to different information systems(29) and poor self-regulation(30). In addition to these evidenced concerns, health services in the private sector are considered to be expensive, driven by commercialization and exploitative behaviors which are at odds with UHC objectives. The public sector may feel threatened by private sector engagement, concerned that this may divert public resources or undermine primary care. These concerns need to be addressed as ignoring them may subject consumers to an unacceptably high risk of poor quality of care and catastrophic expenditure.

Siloed private sector engagement within WHO

Over the years, WHO has made progress towards recognizing and engaging the private sector, but support has been siloed within WHO teams. A more harmonized, system-wide approach is now required. The guide for national TB programs in 2006 was one of the initial works by WHO on the topic of engaging private providers(31). The sixty-third World Health Assembly in 2010 adopted the resolution of strengthening the capacity of governments to constructively engage the private sector in providing essential health services (WHA 63.27)(32). Since then, various departments within WHO have been actively involved in engaging the private sector on specific issues. The technical series on primary health care with a separate focus on the role of the private sector(33) and the roadmap towards scaling up the engagement of all care providers in TB Prevention and Care(34) are a few of many examples. There has also been WHO regional engagement with the private sector. For example, in 2018, 22 Member States from the Eastern Mediterranean Region endorsed a framework for private sector engagement for UHC(35).

While vertical program teams and regional offices at WHO have had much internal momentum in their programmatic initiatives, an opportunity for WHO headquarters exists to provide system-level guidance and solutions using a more synchronized approach. Increased interest in engaging the private sector is a key opportunity for WHO to leverage to meet UHC goals.
Governance strategy

A strategy on governance of the private sector is necessary for WHO because need is high, demand is growing, and support is critical for achieving UHC. Creating the necessary favorable political economy within Member States requires the support of a trusted partner such as WHO. Increased demand for private sector engagement and the evolution of the private sector as a prominent player for health service delivery have highlighted the need for a new way of doing business. This strategy uses a governance framework focused on achieving six critical behaviors to support health system stakeholders engage in a new and more effective way of doing business.

“It is time for WHO and its Member States collectively to develop some new sensory organs so that they become better at evaluating what’s actually happening on the ground(6).”

Opportunity

WHO is well placed as a neutral convener, but it must overcome critical hurdles. While WHO has the potential to play a pivotal role in supporting UHC through private sector health service delivery governance, the WHO Advisory Group identified several hurdles that it must overcome given its historical approach.

• **Lack of track record**: WHO is perceived to be a stakeholder organization representing the interests of ministries of health. There is no strong record of effective engagement with non-state providers(36).

• **Lack of capacity**: WHO lacks the internal capacity to support private sector engagement(38) and needs to develop aptitude for going beyond the role of regulation and governance advocacy.

• **Lack of trust**: Historically, private sector actors as well as donors do not perceive WHO as a private sector supporter, expert, or partner in this work(36).

• **Lack of evidence and tools**: The literature identifies gaps in knowledge and evidence on the private sector. Neither WHO headquarters nor its regional offices have an agreed-on set of talking points that summarize evidence, policy options, and WHO positions, to address local or regional needs for private sector engagement(37).

These hurdles warrant a new way of doing governance globally, regionally and at the country level. This necessitates a vision and mission that is inclusive of the private sector to support the journey towards UHC.
Strategic framework

**Vision:** A well-governed health system in which public and private actors collectively deliver on the realization of UHC.

**Mission:** To facilitate a new way of governing mixed health systems by building consensus around the means and strategies to engage the private sector in health care service delivery.

**Governance behaviors**

Governance behaviors drive the mission and vision of a new way of stewarding mixed health systems. These are based upon the sub-functions defined by WHO that constitute effective health stewardship. Stewardship encompasses the whole health system, including actors from the private and public sectors. National ministries of health are the “steward of stewards”, in recognition that other arms of government, including devolved structures, have a role in stewarding the health system.

Behaviors require governments and private sector health actors to “Build Understanding”, “Foster Relations”, “Enable Stakeholders”, “Align Structures”, “Nurture Trust”, and “Deliver Strategy” to achieve UHC. Behavior change goes beyond traditional tools and checklists - these behaviors represent a fundamental shift to do business in a new way.
1. Build understanding | Generating intelligence
The provision of reliable and up-to-date information on current and future trends in health and health system performance: this includes identifying important contextual factors and actors, documentation of the perceptions of different stakeholders on problems, and identifying policy options.

2. Foster relations | Building and sustaining partnerships and coalitions
To be fully effective and create positive change, relationships must be built and maintained to complement other, more formal ways of exerting influence through regulation, legislation and similar means.

3. Enable Stakeholders | Ensuring formal tools for implementation including use of powers, incentives, and sanctions
Good governance involves ensuring that the actors have the powers to do their jobs, and to ensure that others do theirs.

Behaviors require governments and private sector health actors to “Build Understanding”, “Foster Relations”, “Enable Stakeholders”, “Align Structures”, “Nurture Trust”, and “Deliver Strategy” to achieve UHC.

4. Align Structures | Ensuring a fit between policy objectives and organizational structure and culture
Ensuring the implementation of policies designed to achieve health system goals. This includes having and exercising the ability to guide the behavior of different actors, “coalition building”, and ensuring fit between policy and organizational structure and culture.

5. Nurture Trust | Ensuring accountability
Ensuring that all health system actors (public and private providers, players, producers of other resources, stewards) are held accountable for their actions for the population.

6. Deliver Strategy | Formulating strategic policy direction
The articulation of health system goals and objectives, clear definition of roles, identification of policy instruments and institutional arrangements, outline of feasible strategies, guidance for prioritizing health expenditures, and outline of arrangements to monitor performance.
Theory of change

The proposed theory of change (Figure 3) for new ways of doing governance envisions a system that aligns the heterogeneous private sector service delivery to public sector service delivery. This is driven by the six governance behaviors described above. It is important to note that no hierarchy exists between these behaviors and none of the behaviors act in isolation. The priority of the behaviors would depend on the type of private sector that is dominant within a given country, the maturity of the country’s health system and the stage of growth of the private sector. Failures and setbacks are to be expected in this process but work on private sector governance is also expected to strengthen governance in the public sector.

Figure 3. WHO Advisory Group proposed theory of change

Given the heterogeneity of the private sector, different behaviors would be prioritized for different groups. Countries would focus on developing different behaviors relative to the maturity of their health systems and the role of different types of private providers. Failures and setbacks are to be expected in the process. Work on private sector governance should also strengthen governance in the public sector.
Effective engagement between the government and the private health sector occurs in five main domains of 1) policy and dialogue, 2) information exchange, 3) regulation, 4) financing and 5) public provision of services. These domains are implemented through five traditional sets of tools of government including:

- **Economic regulations** such as business licensing, market entry, price floors/ceiling, import restrictions, capital rates, tax relief, certificate of need, subsidized credit/loan, and guarantees;

- **Social regulations** such as facility and human resource licensing and quality assurance / accreditation;

- **Patient information** such as raising awareness on quality, informing patients of their rights, publishing permitted prices;

- **Supply-side financing** such as clinical/support service contracts, non-clinical service contracts, outsourcing contracts, direct grants and/or subsidized inputs for specific services, transactional PPPs;

- **Demand-side financing** such as health insurance, vouchers/insurance combined with service contracts.

There is no one-to-one correspondence of the governance behaviors to the tools of government, rather, the governance behaviors are necessary to support effective implementation of these tools for engagement of the private sector.

There is no one-to-one correspondence of the governance behaviors to the tools, rather, the governance behaviors are necessary to support effective implementation of these tools for engagement of the private sector. A background report commissioned for this strategy found that despite a generally high recognition of private sector’s role in achieving population health goals, specific policies on private sector engagement remained uncommon. Even in those countries with high usage of the private sector, many of the tools of government are not being used. Strengthening the governance behaviors is expected to increase the effective use of these tools for better engagement of the private health sector.
Goals

Build understanding

Come to a shared understanding and appreciation of the need for improved health governance through collection and analysis of data that allows alignment of priorities for action.

OBJECTIVES

• To promote commitment and ownership of the objectives for health governance interventions and the roles and responsibilities of different stakeholders in achieving these objectives.

• To create a shared understanding of the situation of the health system for the purpose of identifying problems and designing a strategy for change.

For Member States to build understanding between all actors in the healthcare system, there must be clear agreement on the experiences of different socio-economic groups in using private providers, how private providers can improve users’ access, challenges that private providers face, and institutions available for influencing provider performance. Intelligence should come from studies conducted that include a multiplicity of perspectives on the system. This behavior is critical to support the implementation of change and generate learning about effective strategies for improving the performance of mixed health systems.

COUNTRY SPOTLIGHT

India launches COVID-19 notification guidelines for the private health sector
To strengthen the containment measures of COVID-19, the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare in India released new guidelines for private health institutions, including AYUSH practitioners to notify the concerned district surveillance unit about COVID-19 affected persons. The private practitioners were provided with the respective state helpline numbers and email ID to simplify this process.

Philippines enterprise architecture includes private providers
The Philippine Department of Health (DOH) developed an Enterprise Architecture (DOH EA) to manage health information from the entire Philippine health sector across the nation. The DOH instituted a standard set of indicators to aid data collection and a single data warehouse to store the data. The DOH EA promotes information sharing among various entities such as customer–patient, national government agencies, private organizations and other stakeholders.

Foster relations

Enable actors to work openly, sustainably, and effectively together, with trust, to achieve shared objectives in a new way of doing business.

OBJECTIVES

• Models prototyped for public-private dialogue and coordination platforms, steered by Member States and WHO.

• Existing convening mechanisms at national, regional and global levels are leveraged for increased engagement.

• Selected Member States have institutionalized mechanisms for developing, managing and monitoring shared mixed health system objectives.

Joint understanding and collective objectives necessitate strong working relationships and empowered stakeholders. Much of the relationship work depends on having clear communication channels in place. A background report commissioned for this strategy highlighted the critical need for the private sector to be engaged in meaningful dialogue, referencing the experiences of high-income countries having a long tradition of working with the private sector through established, formal mechanisms to tackle difficult issues.(41) Regular communication that builds trust and foments working relationships will allow stakeholders to co-create policies and strategies, co-design, and co-implement market interventions. Fostering relations allows stakeholders to move beyond simply understanding one another, to being able to work together.

COUNTRY SPOTLIGHT

Kenya Healthcare Federation supports the government of Kenya’s response to COVID-19

The Kenya Healthcare Federation (KHF), a representative body of private health sector in Kenya, initiated a ‘KHF COVID-19 Response Team’ to facilitate a whole-of-society approach to the COVID-19 response. The team works closely with government and the Kenyan Private Sector Association (KEPSA) and other health actors.

Price setting in Thailand under Universal Coverage Scheme

The Universal Coverage Scheme (UCS) in Thailand purchases health services from providers through the National Health Security Office (NHSO). While primary health care is reimbursed through capitation payments, inpatient care is purchased through collective negotiations of Diagnosis-related Group (DRG) payments. The negotiation of these prices is carried out by a working group comprising of public and private providers.

Major policy decisions in any country should not be made without coordination, consultation with those who end up having to implement and those who have a stake in the matter

Enable stakeholders

An institutional framework that recognizes the autonomy of actors, creates decision-making space and builds capacity to work together.

OBJECTIVES

• All actors agree with roles and are provided with enabling capacities and authority to deliver on their role.

• Government has enough capacity to play a regulatory role and engage effectively with stakeholders.

Governments and other stakeholders (including third party agents) must have the capacity – resources, expertise and staff – by which to manage (policies, tools and incentives) different actors. Setting the rules means defining what each actor must do, how they must do it, and for whom.

COUNTRY SPOTLIGHT

Empanelment of private hospitals in India to continue care for non-COVID-19 patients

The National Health Authority (NHA) of India launched a new mechanism called Hospital Empanelment Module (HEM) Lite under the Ayushman Bharat Pradhan Mantri Jan Arogya Yojan (AB-PMJAY). The scheme empanels private hospitals on a temporary basis to continue care for patients suffering from cancer, cardiac issues and diabetes to strengthen the supply of care for beneficiaries of AB-PMJAY.

Training private pharmacies in Vietnam to deliver health services

PATH partnered with the Department of Health (DOH) in Vietnam in a new initiative to provide high quality health services, including providing reproductive health services for youth and identifying possible tuberculosis cases. Training and reference materials were developed by PATH and DOH. A referral system was established between the private pharmacies and local health facilities through referral slips or coupons and regular workshops were organized to promote healthcare networks.

Sources:
- Building Pharmacy capacity in Vietnam: Improving Knowledge and skills in primary health care. PATH. August 2012.
Align structures

Relevant stakeholder groups are structured / reorganized and work to actively align with policy.

OBJECTIVES

• Design effective institutional structures and an enabling eco-system for inclusion of the private sector.

• Develop government guidelines that facilitate and optimize stakeholder representation.

• Establish a legal framework that is mutually recognized by stakeholders.

Institutional frameworks for UHC are often developed with only the public sector in mind. To correct for this, government sets (or should set) the vision about what good care under UHC should look like, through the establishment of normative frameworks and guidelines for standards of care, access to care and the financing of care for a mixed health system. Government also needs to set the framework and tempo for progressive realization of UHC ambitions, “the how”.

To this end, the organization of health structures (public, private, and civil society) must reflect and deliver on established policies for UHC. To do so effectively, actors must agree upon an optimal structure to avoid overlap, clearly separate functions and ensure that communication channels are established between the functions.

COUNTRY SPOTLIGHT

Bangladesh permits private labs to test for COVID-19

In the early days of the COVID-19 outbreak in Bangladesh, the Directorate General of Health Services (DGHS) prohibited private laboratories from testing for COVID-19. However, as the cases began to rise, DGHS relaxed its restrictions and permitted private hospitals as well as private laboratories to test for suspected cases thus increasing the testing facilities in the country.

One-stop desk in the Afghanistan MoPH for private sector

As part of a stewardship initiative by the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH) in Afghanistan, the Directorate of Private Sector Coordination (DSPC) established a transparent and accessible ‘Information & Communication Desk for Private Sector’ in 2015. This desk has helped in overcoming the structural barriers in licensing of health facilities and served as a one-stop door for the entire process.


Governance and policy framework to support private sector engagement and strategies to align private sector services and investment to national UHC goals and objectives are critical gaps in the collective activities of development partners

Nurture trust

Mutual trust exists amongst all actors as accountable agents in a mixed health system.

OBJECTIVES

• Package learning and advice on how to design and implement accountability systems.

• Develop diagnostic tools for the private sector and accountability environments in mixed health systems.

• Support Member States with the development of transformative accountability agendas, based upon social compacts between sectors, grounded in diagnosis and dialogue.

• Undertake research to understand the contextual factors that promote or hinder accountability environments in mixed health systems.

Health actors from both sectors should be accountable to the delivery of health care to improve or maintain health outcomes and avoid unnecessary or ineffective care; furthermore, as a normative system, the efforts of both sectors should establish a foundation of trust between consumer and health care provider, and be valued (29). These relations are often characterized by asymmetries of power and information whereby consumers of health care services are reliant upon the professionalism and ethics of health actors and the institutions from which they seek care. In turn, health actors – from both sectors - must also trust the health system and may also suffer from asymmetries of power and information as they may not be empowered to act on their intent to improve or maintain health, to do no harm (12).

More detailed contextual diagnosis is needed at a country level to address accountability systems, and not just the symptoms of poor accountability. Irrespective of context, accountability cultures are also needed. Change is – or should be – a constant feature in efforts to strengthen accountability (12). This will help lay the foundation for greater trust between health sectors, actors, and consumers.

COUNTRY SPOTLIGHT

Nigeria CDC guidelines for COVID-19 testing in private labs

The Nigeria Centre for Disease Control (NCDC) formulated guidelines for integrating the private sector into COVID-19 testing. The guideline outlines the mechanism of engagement between the state and interested private laboratories. These private laboratories are required to have valid registration, properly trained staff and necessary equipment. In addition, they should abide by the roles of public health laboratories and fulfill a set of criteria drawn by the NCDC.

**Deliver strategy**

An agreed sense of direction, articulation of roles & responsibilities, and openness to change for a mixed health system that includes the private sector.

**OBJECTIVES**

- Develop and implement a mixed health systems strategy.
- Adapt and refine the strategy based on implementation.

Delivering strategy requires clarity of purpose and alignment of the private sector with the direction and vision of UHC. Government needs to set strategic direction, and design interventions that harness the private sector for UHC. Health system decision makers need to know “where they are going” to be able to make efficient use of finite resources – finance, human resources, etc. One of the more critical elements of the strategy includes the openness to change to recognize a health system that includes the private sector.

**COUNTRY SPOTLIGHT**

**Private sector and MOH in Liberia collaborate in response to COVID-19**
The focus of operation for the Healthcare Federation of Liberia (HFL) in the first month since its official launch in February 2020, has been the coordination of an effective private sector response to COVID-19 by working alongside the Ministry of Health (MOH) and the National Public Health Institute of Liberia. With their support, HFL launched a training program for all private providers on case management and emergency response protocols during COVID-19. In the national strategic plan for COVID-19, the MOH also highlighted its plan to integrate private sector and encouraged their participation in the COVID-19 response.

**Private sector consulted to develop Nigerian National Health Policy**
The Federal Ministry of Health (FMOH) in Nigeria instituted the 2016 National Health Policy (NHP) after building consensus among stakeholders. Under the guidance of FMOH, representatives of the private health sector were part of a technical working group (TWG). The TWG convened twice over a period of two years, analyzed the progress made since the 2004 NHP, adopted a theme for NHP 2016 and produced the standard draft of the current NHP.

Sources:
Almost half of the countries also engaged the private health sector in the development of such objectives and outlined the role of private health sector in achieving their national health goals.

Priorities for action

To catalyze strategic action, four priorities are put forward by the WHO Advisory Group to WHO. Priorities are in no chronological order nor do any of them take precedence over the others. While each priority stands alone, they are mutually reinforcing and intended to be implemented together. Illustrative activities are included to expand the understanding of the priority. COVID-19 has pressure-tested national health systems, and further highlighted the importance of private sector engagement, and the need for a new way of doing business for WHO and Member States. As such, the formulation of these priorities recognizes the importance of health security, globally and nationally, underpinned by system-level change. These priorities further underline the importance of building capacity within WHO, governments, and the private health sector itself to work effectively together to address health security needs.

Convene to build political will

Use WHO’s convening power to build political will for governance of mixed health systems. A process to identify champions at all levels of WHO should be undertaken, so as to mainstream private sector engagement within the organization. WHO should also establish strategic partnerships with development partners to coordinate and curate guidance and technical support for private sector engagement. At national and regional levels, WHO should organize stakeholder forums with private sector organizations to elevate the dialogue around governance of mixed health systems. A similar forum should be organized with transnational actors.
Embed governance behaviors

Embed the six governance behaviors by defining clear roles and responsibilities to take the work forward. This should include the development of a resolution at the World Health Assembly that defines WHO’s role in the governance of mixed health systems at central, regional, and country levels. WHO should also establish a mixed health system unit or directorate to coordinate private sector engagement activities internally. This should also articulate the level of support that WHO HQ will provide to regions and Member States. At regional and country level, WHO should establish a cadre of private sector engagement specialists.

Set norms and assure accountability

Set global norms – rules and policy – around the governance of mixed health systems. Convene high level technical working groups to set norms on the governance of mixed health systems and establish global indicators for monitoring accountability. As recommended in a report developed for the strategy, a central repository should also be set up to collect and curate country and regional level data for regular reporting and greater transparency(43). At regional and country level, WHO should support the establishment of national governance systems, backed by appropriate laws and enforcement mechanisms for national and transnational stakeholders. WHO should also support the development of implementation plans and set indicators of good practice for governance of mixed health systems.

Support learning and technical guidance

Set the agenda on learning around governance of mixed health systems and ensure that technical guidance is of high quality and aligned with the governance behaviors. This should include the development of a typology of private sector engagement models to promote understanding and action; documentation and sharing of learning on good practices and success stories within and between regions; and quality assurance of tools, policy and technical assistance to support governance of the private sector. WHO could also encourage academic institutions and independent research organizations to formulate curriculum around governance of mixed health systems that will explore new organizational arrangements for increased access to safe, effective, and affordable health services and challenges to governance, including transnational companies and digital health. At regional and country level, WHO should coordinate the provision of technical advice by partners.
Timeline for action and metrics of success

Metrics of success and expected outcomes have been identified for the strategy and follow key process steps. These are expected to be further refined as WHO works through the priorities and illustrative activities.

1: CONVENE
   to build political will

2: EMBED
   governance behaviors

3: SET NORMS
   and assure accountability

4: SUPPORT LEARNING
   and technical guidance

3-5 years

Champions at WHO and external network of partners identified to build advocacy.

Established collaboration agreements with development partners.

Established cadres of PSE specialists at country and regional levels.

Working groups convened to set norms.

Central repository created to curate country and regional level data.

Learning on good practices and success/failure stories supported between countries in the region & between regions.

Quality of tools, policy and technical assistance assured.
Stakeholder forums organized to elevate dialogue around governance of mixed health systems.

WHO will have acted as a facilitator to bring together stakeholders and partners in a joint dialogue of governance of mixed health systems.

Simplified categorization of engagement models established.

Curriculum formulated for academic institutions and independent research organizations.

WHO will have provided Member States and partners with learning and technical guidance on best practices for governance of a mixed-health system.

Development of a WHA resolution.

Established mixed health system unit within WHO.

WHO will have created a path forward using the governance behaviors as a guide for Member States.

Implementation plan and indicators created for good governance of mixed health systems.

Established national governance backed by laws and enforcement.

WHO will have set norms and established systems for Member States to assure accountability among all actors in the health system.

Metrics of success and expected outcomes have been identified for the strategy and follow key process steps.

1: CONVENE to build political will

2: EMBED governance behaviors

3: SET NORMS and assure accountability

4: SUPPORT LEARNING and technical guidance

5-7 years

Outcomes
Conclusion

The strategy to govern mixed health systems leverages WHO's comparative advantage to build consensus around the means and strategies to engage the private sector in health service delivery.

Upon fully executing this strategy, WHO will have guided and supported Member States in the strengthening of governance behaviors to assure private and public actors work together to drive UHC in ways that promote equity, access, quality and financial protection for the population and collectively deliver on the realization of UHC.
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